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trying to convince the American public that most of what they see on Fox News is real and true. Even if
you're a fan of the network, her job is pretty goddamn hard. Until now. The Washington Post says that

Sanders' press briefings will become much more entertaining from now on, and in a great example of what
was once considered a great journalistic institution going all Sarah Palin and giving itself a really

empowering new nickname, says that they will have a full-on debate among the interns. "'I am not part of
[the] Trump Administration' and 'I am not responsible for lying for the President,' the senior

communications adviser told Post colleague Ashley Parker in an interview," reports The Daily Beast's Joe
Heim. "The competition will decide who outwits whom." According to The Washington Post, though, that's

all just one part of how Sanders will prepare for her next press conference, which will include this little gem
of irony: "Don Jr. will sit there quietly and be like, 'That was funny.'" The Hill reports that as a result of that
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awesome strategy, the briefings will become "far more entertaining for both Sanders and the press corps."
We can all agree that's a fair trade. [Washington Post] This article is from the archive of our partner The

Wire. We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the editor or write to
letters@theatlantic.com.Q: Why do the Jews worship God without a beard? Many of the Jews don't shave

their beards because the Jews say that God doesn't have a beard. But, did God ever say anything about his
beard or hair? What is the reason behind this? A: There is a rule which states that a man may not have a
beard if he is a priest, since the priest is a representative of God on earth. There are those who consider

that the coming of Mashiach is delayed so that this rule will be abolished in the Mess
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November 13, 2011 Rolling Stones' Don Henley: "If You've Got The Money Honey, I've Got The Time." The

massive heist in 2008 that once again played out in the pages of Rolling Stone began in the name of
maintaining good character. Rolling Stone revealed back in September that Don Henley, Phil Everly and a
few other members of The Eagles "set aside some money" in 2004 "to alleviate any potential tax troubles
that could arise from subsequent albums". Rolling Stone also reveals that members "raised the money to

pay off a couple of their debts. But one of their friends, Aaron Barker, gambled away the money on a Ponzi
scheme". The group is rumored to be in the millions of dollars in debt. Rolling Stone.composted that the
group went to a "minor stroke specialist" when they "noticed changes in his left arm and leg". The group
"believed that it was due to an undiagnosed heart ailment and to check his health". The group "hired a

private detective, Paul Jones", to follow the doctor and believed "that he might have been acting
inappropriately in front of an incapacitated man". Rolling Stone.comciting a source said that the Stones

"learned that Jones had been making advances toward a relative of the man in the hospital. The man left
against his will and the doctor -- and possibly the Stones' lawyer -- were subsequently fired. Eventually, the

group's
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